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THE LOOK
YOU GIVE ME

( LA MIRADA )

So far away
so close at hand

you're asking me to wait 
I am

and I'm enjoying 
this invitation, expectation

to close my mind 
seal the time

listening to the same old voices
and the look you give me 

is sacred in the same way
you put your hand
on an old tree
that you planted in your youth 
and the giant that has arisen
cannot be misunderstood

Toda la lus y el aire
estan envueltos en tus ojos
tus ojos me enciegan
estan aprendiendo\
los signos.
The look you give me

Letting you taste
Letting you breathe

The dark earth
of this place

While we 
Listen to the rain 

breaking up this damp
this solid afternoon.

All light and air
are held inside

your brave and blinding stare
your eyes 

your eyes are searching
your eyes are learning the signs

You arrive to find me
Looking through the same

old pictures
and the look you give me

is mirrored in the same way
the cat approaches the door

sidles your leg
and paws off into the night
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Don’t peek into that one
and don’t shake it
you know what’s in it anyway
and, even if you don’t, you know 
it’s better to let it be a surprise
let it grow wings in your mind

imagine that one
to have the balls
to stalk you in your dreams
the ticking  the ticking  the ticking  the ticking
inside ensures you
it’s not all it’s wrapped up to be.

you know the fancy wrapping
it could hold sticks, it could hold coal
could be the cure to all that ails you
Maybe I’m in there
in a big feathery cape
maybe you’re in there
waiting to escape
the night is coming soon 
before the moon rises again
before I’m finished
growing these wings
before you finish
opening the rest
when you are left
You are left with that one
under the tall trees 
you are left with that one
on the frozen ground

Don’t peek into that one 
and don’t shake it
don’t loosen the ribbons
you yourself
have tied around it
it is the present of the future
with each other

Don’t peek into that one

maybe I’m in there
scared of what you'll say
maybe you’re in there
wasting away

the night is coming soon
before the moon rises again
before I’m finished growing these wings
before you finish opening the rest
when you are left

You are left with that one
under the tall trees 
you are left with that one
on the frozen ground
You are left with that one 
It is the present
of the future
Don’t peek into that one
and don’t shake it
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